
JACKPOINT
Connecting to JackPoint VPN...
...Identity Spoofed
...Encryption Keys Generated
...Connected to Onion Routers

>>>Login: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
>>>Enter Passcode: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
...Biometric Scan Confirmed
YOU’RE IN. USE IT WELL.

> “In Morocco, never be surprised. If you see a flying donkey,  
just say that Allah is capable of anything.”

-MOROCCAN PROVERB

JackPoint Stats
88 Users are active  
on the network

Latest News
> The Department of Animal 
Control has issued another 
warning: tens of thousands of 
devil rats have been flushed 
from the sewers because of 
current repair projects and 
are now roaming the city. 
Residents are advised to avoid 
them.

Personal Alerts
> You have 12 new private 
messages.
> You have 45 new responses 
to your JackPoint posts.
> You have 01 incoming 
messages from your pizza 
delivery agent: “Oh God, open 
the door! The devil rats are 
after me, HELP!”
> There are 2 Members online 
and in your area.
> Your Current Rep Score:  
799 (71% Positive)

THE INNER CIRCLE
Current Time:  
06 Jauary 2080, 2319 hrs

Welcome back to JackPoint, OMAE:
Welcome back to JackPoint, chummer; your last connection was  
severed 22 hours, 4 minutes, 13 seconds ago

Today’s Heads Up
> JackPoint has updated its security protocols (again) because of suspicious 
anomalies. Keep better track of your security data people; last warning.  —
Glitch

Incoming
> Yeah, definitely be afraid of the dark. [Tag: Dark Terrors]

> Know the opposition. Even better, know what weapon works against them. 
[Tag: Street Lethal]

> This is me, resisting a “play it again, Sam” joke. [Tag: Morocco: Casablanca-Rabat]

Top News Items
> Terrorist group calling themselves Overreach claims responsibility for 
destruction Winston Churchill statue in Parliament Square on 04 September, 
saying “Monuments to colonialism and its heroes will not be tolerated.” 
Seventeen people were also killed in the attack.” Link

> CAS Military and contracted mercenary units conduct extensive “readiness 
exercises” near Carib League border in Florida, despite repeated League 
protests.  Link

> Corporate Council and United Nations to hold international summit and 
gala celebrating the final completion of the Skyhook Space Elevator. Link
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FACTS AT A GLANCE
MOROCCO
The CIA Factbook, 2078 (Revised)

Geography: northern coast and interior are mountainous with 
large areas of bordering plateaus, intermontane valleys, and rich 
coastal plains.

Area: 446, 500 sq. km.
Border Countries: Algeria, Western Sahara/Mauritania, Spain
Climate: Mediterranean (warm, wet winters w/ hot dry 

summers), becoming more extreme in the interior
Maritime Claims: 
 Coastline: 1,835 km
 Territorial sea: 12 nm
 Contiguous zone: 24 nm
 Exclusive economic zone: 200 nm
 Continental shelf: 200 m depth or to 
      the depth of exploitation
Natural Resources: phosphates, iron ore, manganese, lead, 

zinc, fish, salt, other

Government: Constitutional monarchy
Administrative Divisions: Fifteen regions (as of 2075); 

Grand Casablanca, Chaouia-Ouardigha, Doukkala-Abda, Fes-
Boulemane, Gharb-Chrarda-Beni Hssen, Guelmim-Es Smara, 
Laayoune-Boujdour-Sakia El Hamra, Marrakech-Tensift-Al 
Haouz, Meknes-Tafilalet, Oriental, Rabat-Sale-Zemmour-Zaer, 
Souss-Massa-Draa, Tadla-Azilal, Tanger-Tetouan, Taza-Al 
Hoceima-Taounate

Capitol: Rabat
Independence: March 2, 1956 (from France)
Legal System: Mixed. Legal system is based on French and 

Islamic common law. Judicial review of legislative acts done by 
Constitutional (Supreme) Court

Suffrage: 18 years of age

Population: 33,287,266 (January 2076 est.) 
Metahuman Demographics: Human 62%, ork 19% (35% of 

that percentage is metavariant: hobgoblin), troll 5%, dwarf 5%, 
elf 4%

Education: Less than 12 years 9%, high school equivalent 
65%, college degree 41%, advanced degrees 11%

Education Expenditures: 7.5% of GDP (2074)
Estimated SINless: 19%
Language: Moroccan Arabic/Darija (official), Arabic, Berber 

languages (Tamazight, Tachelhit, and Tarifit), English, French 
(often used for business, trade, government/diplomacy), local 
dialects 

Literacy: 90%
Major Urban Areas: Casablanca 3,144,909; Rabat (capital) 

1,655,753; Fes 964,891; Sale 903,458; Marrakesh 859,098

Economy (rank ordering): Phosphate mining/processing, 
agriculture (food processing), construction, tourism, leather/
synthleather goods, textiles, exotic minerals mining, energy

Corporate Affiliation: 50%, signatory of the Business 
Recognition Accords

Currency: Nuyen (mints physical currency under license of 
Corporate Court), dirham (often used as local currency in some 
areas, exchange rate w/ nuyen: 8.55)

Per Capita GDF: 8,200 nuyen
Population Below Poverty Line: 13%

Communications: Advanced, multipurpose communication 
system; participant in Grid Overwatch Division security 
partnership

Matrix Users: 25.4 million
Notable Local Grids: Gibraltar-net (shares with Spain), 
Des-Sat (satellite network for communications in 
desert/Western Sahara areas) 

Regional Telecommunications Code: AF/MOC/MO

Military: Royal Moroccan Armed Forces (RMAF); Moroccan 
Royal Army, Moroccan Royal Navy, Moroccan Royal Air Force, 
Moroccan Royal Guard, Royal Gendarmerie, Auxiliary Forces

Service Age/Obligations: 18 years of age for compulsory 
service (males only). Service length at least three years; 12 
months active duty, 24 months (total) active reserve. “Emergency 
Reserve” status maintained until age 50. Females barred from 
military service except with waiver. 

Military Expenditures: 8.0 of GDP
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THE PLACE …
POSTED BY: TRAVELER JONES
Morocco is my kind of place. It’s a combination of bus-
tling urban centers, quiet rural areas, wondrous sights of 
nature, great food, and enough exotic local flavors to en-
tice (but not scare) the norms. 

More importantly, it’s where business gets done.
Ask any professional what the biggest runner hot-spots 

are, and I’ll lay odds they’ll mention places like Seattle, 
Berlin, or Hong Kong. But Morocco? Not likely. But that’s 
the beauty of the place. It’s like that great local place that’s 
been around forever but is suddenly “discovered.” In my 
not-so-humble opinion, that’s Morocco in a nutshell. A 
lot of professionals have seen the signs and are setting up 
shop. Hell, if not for my migratory business practices, I’d 
seriously think about at least a summer home here. 

> This is going to be something besides a huge mash note soon, 
right?

> Rigger X

So what’s Morocco got for business? First off: location, 
location, location. Located on the western part of northern 
Africa, it controls one half of the Strait of Gibraltar with 
coastlines along the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean 
Sea, making it an ideal travel and transportation hub. 
“Entrepreneurs” of all stripes traveling from the Western 
Hemisphere and Europe to the Middle East make extensive 
use of Morocco’s facilities. 

> Let me say this: The above reasons are why smuggling is the 
biggest shadow businesses in Morocco. If there is a thing to be 
smuggled, it has been done here. 

> Al Dhibi

Second, unlike some other nearby nations, Morocco is 
fully modern. At the turn of the century, Morocco was already 
working toward modernization in its major cities. And over 
the past couple of decades, government deals with various 
corps has poured billions of nuyen into fully modernizing 
their infrastructure, including the latest in Matrix hardware 
and protocols. Have a job in the less tech-friendly parts of 
the continent? Morocco makes a nice staging point. 

> Morocco’s grid is a point of pride. Many users from Europe 
choose our grid over their local ones—a fact which is often 
exploited. 

> Waaha

> Jones glosses over that before the unpleasantness of the 
early 21st Century, Morocco had modern industries in mining, 
agriculture, and telecommunications. After the Jihad, the corps 
were quite happy to help these industries get back on their feet. 

> J. Murdock 

Third, businesses are expanding. Until recently, 
Morocco was thought of as a one-trick pony, relying on 
their ports to foster a massive shipping business. With 
more than a few nations (like, say, Aztlan and the Sioux 
Nation) having taken hits to their own agricultural business, 
Morocco’s agro-businesses are receiving worldwide 
attention. Morocco’s longtime mining operations have 
also started to expand as new precious minerals are being 
discovered. 

ACCESS AND VISITATION
With over 1,800 kilometers of coastline (or approximate-
ly 3,000 kilometers if you include the disputed Western 
Sahara), multiple aeroports, modern roadways, railways, 
and more seaports than seagulls, getting into Morocco 
is relatively easy provided your travel documents are in 
order. To accommodate the tens of thousands of daily 
visitors, security officers try to pass people through cus-
toms as quickly as possible. This has created extremely 
efficient inspection techniques. To supplement the stan-
dard walkthrough scanning stations, drones equipped 
with top-of-the-line sensor suites also scan individuals 
waiting in customs lines and record their travel visa/pass-
port and personal data, which is relayed then to security 
spiders for verification and clearance. 

> Despite the efficiency of Moroccan customs officials, they’re 
often overworked and understaffed. If you have better-than-
average forged documents and or a decent “gift” to offer them, 
your chances of getting in are pretty good. 

> Traveler Jones

> Not for much longer. New directives from the NPF have created 
better security protocols. If one uses a forged visa or SIN, it had 
better be a good one. A decent bribe won’t guarantee entrance 
anymore.

> Waaha

> Checks have also increased within the Southern Provinces, 
which includes vehicle inspections, much to the dissatisfaction 
businessmen like myself. 

> Hazma the Lion

> This have anything to do with the rumors of orichalcum deposits 
in the Western Sahara, a.k.a., the “Southern Provinces”? 

> Lyran

> Well, didn’t take long for that particular rumor to pop up. 

> J. Murdock

> That’s not a denial. 

> Lyran
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Morocco currently recognizes most government 
and corporate passports/visas and doesn’t require any 
additional paperwork, except for awakened individuals. 

Any Awakened individual visiting Morocco must apply 
for an official Moroccan Government Visitation Waiver 
at least two months prior to their visit. Applicants must 
declare the reason for their visit, a full itinerary (including 
exact arrival and departure time), a full listing of known 
abilities/materials/tools, along with associated licensing 
for any and all such abilities/items. Awakened individuals 
staying less than twenty-four hours or on layover must be 
secured in special areas at their respective point of entry 
until their departure. As always, their identity and visitation 
waiver must be broadcast at all times or they face action up 
to and including, incarceration, deportation, or in extreme 
cases, execution. 

> Pay heed to that last one. Abominations using powers outside 
Allah’s grace are sometimes tolerated but never welcome in 
his lands. 

> Crescent Moon

> I was wondering if you would show up here, old boy. As 
charming as ever I see. 

> J. Murdock

> Others are only tolerated as well …

> Crescent Moon

> Keep it civil.

> Glitch

> Despite Moon’s lack of social graces, he’s correct. Morocco is 
progressive in many ways, but the traditional Muslim hatred of 
magic that “doesn’t come from Allah” still runs deep in many 
places there. 

> Am-mut

AIR
Morocco boasts a large number of modern aeroports 
capable of handling all known aircraft types. The largest 
of these aeroports, Hassid II International out of Casa-
blanca, started out as a USAAF fighter base in World War 
II and later became Nouasseur Air Base, for the USAF’s 
Strategic Air Command. The US pulled out in 1963, but 
locals still call it “Nouasseur.” 

When the Alliance for Allah’s Jihad was in full swing 
during the 2030s, Morocco’s airports and seaports served 
as critical bases and staging areas for operations into 
Spain and France. And when the Europeans eventually 
counterattacked, Morocco’s airports were at the top of 
their target list 

Following the Jihad, Morocco’s airports languished in 
disrepair until King Hassid brokered deals with Saeder-
Krupp and Ares Macrotechnology to modernize them. 
The project began in early 2051 and despite the damage 
caused by Crash 2.0, the project was considered complete 
enough in 2072.

> Special concessions were also given in the form of “privately 
leased” areas at some aeroports. Security there is handled 
by the leaser, and their craft come and go at their leisure with 
priority clearance. S-K has two such areas, one at Agadir-Al 
Massira and another at Marrakesh Menara, while Ares has one 
in Tangier Ibn Battouta. 

> Hazma the Lion

Besides modern aeroports, Morocco has a significant 
number of smaller, low-tech airstrips dotted throughout 
the rural areas. Most of these have no official name and 
often are nothing more than cleared strips of dirt or 
carved/blasted from the mountainsides. 

> These locations service the region around the Atlas Mountains. 
Many of these facilities are favored by smugglers and t-bird 
pilots operating throughout the country, although legitimate 
concerns also make use of them. These facilities range from 
permanent, fixed locations to temporary ones that can be set-
up or dismantled in under an hour.

> Al Dhibi

LAND
Unlike many areas in northern Africa, getting into and 
around Morocco by land east of the Atlas Mountains is rel-
atively easy thanks to an extensive roadway system. While 
Morocco’s air and sea ports were decimated in the Jihad, 
the roadways were left relatively intact by invading forc-

OTHER MAJOR  
MOROCCAN AEROPORTS

• Agadir-Al Massira Airport (Agadir). Flights to most major 
European cities.

• Cherif Al Idrissi Airport (Al Hoceima). Flights to Netherlands. 
• Mohammed V International Airport (Casablanca). 

Worldwide destinations.
• Fes Saïss Airport (Fez). Flights to Europe and Casablanca
• Hassan I Airport (Laayoune). Flights to Agadir, Casablanca, 

Dakhla and Las Palmas.
• Marrakesh Menara Airport (Marrakesh). Flights all major 

international airports in Western Europe
• Nador International Airport (Nador). Flights to Amsterdam, 

Brussels, Casablanca, Cologne, Düsseldorf and Paris.
• Angads Airport (Oujda). Flights to Amsterdam, Casablanca, 

Marseille and Paris.
• Ouarzazate Airport (Ouarzazate). Flights to Casablanca 

and Paris.
• Rabat Salé Airport (Rabat). Flights to Paris and Tripoli.
• Tangier Ibn Battouta Airport (Tangier). All major 

international airports in Western Europe and trans-Atlantic 
flights
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es. Over the past decade, the Moroccan government has 
spent billions of nuyen upgrading these highways. To date, 
there are approximately 57,000 kilometers of roads and 
1,500 kilometers of highways crisscrossing the country. 

> Moroccan roads are decently maintained, but rural travel 
west of the Atlas Mountains is becoming increasingly difficult. 
Sandstorms and dune-shifts take hundreds of lives each year. 
High elevation and the dangerous curves of many Moroccan 
roads outside of the main cities don’t help either. 

> Al Dhibi

Like the roads, the Moroccan rail system was also 
left intact. Today Morocco boasts an extensive, modern 
rail system. While most of the standard rails are used 
predominantly to haul freight, there’s still demand for low-
cost passenger transportation throughout the country. 
Complementing the standard rail system is a fully modern 
high-speed track. This system enables passengers to travel 
between most major cities within approximately two to 
three hours. 

> The high-speed rails are quite efficient and offer a very pleasant 
ride. That’s if a line isn’t down for maintenance, upgrades, or 
if sandstorms haven’t completely blocked the rails, which is 
becoming an alarmingly frequent occurrence.

> J. Murdock

> ONCF, the national company that oversees the rail-lines, hires 
the poor (and often SINless) to clear the sand from the rails. The 
job pays almost nothing, and the working conditions are brutal. 

There have also been hundreds of worker casualties over the 
years to shifting sand and exposure. 

> Am-mut

> Interesting fact: ONCF, or the Office National des Chemins de Fer 
du Maroc, started out as a French company but was bought out 
in 2056 by Krupp-Manufacturing and is now basically an S-K 
company with a national affiliation. 

> Mr. Bonds 

> In the Southern Provinces, the railways are essential. Most, if not 
all of necessary goods travel over these lines. Few are willing to 
risk large and valuable shipments over the roadways anymore, 
as raids are common.

> 2XS 

> It creates a nice market for smugglers, t-bird jocks, and such 
individuals, who can charge a two-hundred-percent markup for 
certain items.

> Waaha

> My vehicles and equipment require a great deal of maintenance 
and upkeep, not to mention the risks involved. It’s simply the 
cost of doing business. 

> Al Dhibi

SEA
According to recent financial reports, as of 2078 approx-
imately eighty percent of Morocco’s economy is depen-
dent on its maritime resources, which are the most de-
veloped in the country. Morocco controls thousands of 
kilometers of coastline in both the Atlantic and the Med-
iterranean as well as half of the strategically important 
Strait of Gibraltar. This makes Morocco a regional power, 

MAJOR MOROCCAN  
HIGHWAYS AND ROADWAYS

• A1 Rabat–Tangier (218 km)
• A2 Rabat–Fes (167 km)
• A3 Casablanca-Rabat (95 km)
• A4 Tanger–Port Tanger Med (52 km)
• A5 Casablanca bypass (37 km)
• A7 Casablanca-Marrakesh (197 km)
• A7 extension to Agadir (233 km)
• A9 Fez–Oujda (321 km)
• A11 Berrechid–Benni Mellal (172 km)

There are also several thousands of kilometers of roads 
designated as National Routes. Not quite as modern as the 
highways, but at least they’re paved. The National Routes 
connect areas outside of the urban centers. Currently, sixteen 
national routes branch off to smaller local roads. These routes 
are designated National Route 1 through 16.

MAJOR MOROCCAN RAIL ROUTES
HIGH-SPEED

• Casablanca-Marrakech
• Kenitra-Casablanca
• Tangier-Casablanca
• Tangier-Marrakech

STANDARD TRAVEL
• Casablanca-Fez
• Casablanca-Oujda
• Casablanca-Nador
• Casablanca-Qued Zem
• Casablanca-Tangier
• Marrakech-Fes
• Marrakech-Tangier
• Tangier-Oujda
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and as such their opinion is sought after by national and 
corporate interests.  

> And the Moroccan Navy likes to constantly remind their 
neighbors of this fact. At least two Moroccan naval vessels 
are on-station in the strait at any given time and supported 
by ready-alert aircraft from near by Air Force bases. Any ship 
or craft that crosses into Moroccan waters gets a nice friendly 
board … I mean safety inspection.

> Hazma the Lion 

> Still grumpy over that confiscated shipment last month, ol’ boy? 
This only happens when you don’t have friends in the Moroccan 
Navy. And if you don’t, it’s good to be friends with someone 
who has friends in the Moroccan Navy, especially those willing 
to let you name drop or sell specific IFF/ID transponder codes. 
My friendship, for example, is considerable, and my prices are 
reasonable. 

> J. Murdock

> Keep it relevant. This space isn’t for commercials.

> Glitch

Currently Morocco imports approximately seventy-five 
to eighty percent of its necessary goods. To facilitate this, 
the country has five major ports operating. These ports 
handle everything from supertanker/freighter traffic to 
commercial vessels to tourist and pleasure craft. Demand 
for these ports is at an all-time high, and finding dock time 
can be tricky. To alleviate this, the Moroccan government 
(with corporate assistance) is considering a massive thirty-
year expansion program. 

MAJOR MOROCCAN PORTS 
Port of Al Hoceima. Constructed in 1925, Al Hoceima 
is a commercial fishing and recreational boating center 
which is popular with tourists and recreationalists. The 
fish markets and local restaurants and clubs have devel-
oped a reputation for outstanding food and service. The 
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